MARKETING

Rapid Group
receives
certification for
quality assurance

From left: Donna Willmette,
Julie Cook and Bruce Lees

The Rapid Group has been certified
for quality assurance (QA) in quality
management; safety and occupational health
and safety.
Rapid Group general manager Bruce Lees
said the QA provides Rapid Group with a
new level of credibility.
“We undertook this process because
we are now trading with government
departments, large BSC’s and corporate clients. The QA
provides us with a level of credibility,” said Lees.
“With 50 stores across Australia, we believe that RapidClean
is perfectly positioned to look after clients of all sizes. Our stores
are all independently-owned, so the people in the store have ‘skin
in the game’, which leads to much higher service levels than our
multinational competitors.”
The Rapid Group has also introduced a free support platform
for its customers who use RapidClean products.

“We have thousands of customers using RapidClean cleaning
products throughout Australia and we want to make that as safe
as possible,” said Lees.
“To assist with that goal, we have built an online safe chemical
handling course which can be accessed through the training page
on our website.”
The course is designed to inform on the legislation and procedures
required to safely handle chemicals in the workplace.
www.rapidclean.com.au

Top manufacturer recommends
SEBO vacuum cleaners
Heckmondwike FB recommends SEBO vacuum cleaners be
used to achieve better performance and a
longer life expectancy from carpets.
“To maximise Supacord’s aesthetic
appeal, performance and life expectancy,
it is important to vacuum every day with
a twin-motored upright vacuum cleaner,”
said Heckmondwike FB marketing
manager, Abby Chandler.
“If left to build up, the particles of
dirt are much harder to remove and can
damage the fibre structure and decrease
the life of the carpet.We recommend
SEBO commercial vacuum cleaners as
they have the power and performance to
clean carpets like Supacord effectively.”
SEBO’s Comfort range of commercial
upright vacuum cleaners has a flat-to-floor
design and telescopic tube system that
provides all round cleaning versatility.
“The 370 and 470 Comfort twin motor
uprights are cost efficient and economical
to maintain,” said a SEBO spokesperson.
“They incorporate
changeable brush
strips, low cost bags
and filters, modular
construction and readily
available parts.”
www.sebo.com.au
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